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A B S T R A C T
Introduction: Stroke is the third most common cause of death in developed word. About 80% strokes are ischemic in nature.
Extracranial carotid artery atherosclerosis is third leading cause of ischemic stroke in general population. CT Angiography
(MDCTA) and Ultrasound color doppler (USCD) are two frequently employed modalities for evaluation of carotid artery
disease. The purpose of this study was to assess effectiveness of CTA compare to USCD in detection, characterization and
quantification of carotid artery disease.
Material and Methods: Study was conducted in GCS Medical college on fifty patients. MDCTA was performed in patients in
which carotid Doppler ultrasound was suggestive of >50% stenosis and high-risk plaque such as ulcerated plaque, irregular
surface plaque.
Results: Our study shows that CTA angiography is better modality compare to USCD in quantification of stenosis and plaque
characterization.
Conclusion: USCD should be first line investigation for carotid artery disease. However due to less sensitivity of USCD in
determining stenosis and some plaque characteristics CTA should be performed for detailed plaque evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is the third most common cause of death in developed
word. About 80% strokes are ischemic in nature. Extracranial
carotid artery atherosclerosis is third leading cause of
ischemic stroke in general population.1
CT Angiography (MDCTA) and Ultrasound color doppler
(USCD) are two frequently employed modalities for
evaluation of carotid artery disease. MDCTA is generally
used after USCD has analyzed underlying pathology.
USCD is cost effective screening examination of carotid
artery without risk of ionizing radiation and contrast related
adverse reaction.2
Quantification of carotid artery stenosis is required for
surgical management of carotid artery disease. Three
studies- NASCET, ECST and ACAS has demonstrated effect
of endarterectomy in symptomatic patient and provided
cut off value for carotid artery stenosis in which surgical
management required.3
Recent work on carotid artery disease suggests need of
evaluation of plaque morphology for better treatment
planning. Plaque morphology like ulceration (ulcerated,
nonulcerated), type of plaque (fatty, calcified, mixed) are

important parameter to determine risk of plaque rupture and
subsequent thromboembolism.4 The purpose of this study
was to assess effectiveness of CTA compare to USCD in
detection, characterization and quantification of carotid
artery disease.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study was done in Department of Radiology in GCS Medical
college. Fifty patients (100 carotid arteries) were included in
study during the period of February 2018 to July 2018. All
patients were referred from tertiary care hospital for Carotid
Doppler ultrasound for suspected atherosclerotic disease.
Detailed medical history regarding risk factors (Diabetes,
hypertension, altered lipid profile, smoking, obesity) and
current symptoms (no symptoms, TIA, Paralysis) were taken.
MDCTA was performed in patients in which carotid doppler
ultrasound was suggestive of >50% stenosis and high-risk
plaque such as ulcerated plaque, irregular surface plaque.
MDCTA was also performed in those patients in whom
examination by USCD was limited by obesity, short neck,
higher bifurcation of carotid artery and calcified plaques.
Exclusion criteria for the study were allergy to contrast
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media or elevated serum creatinine level.
CD US Technique
Bilateral carotid Doppler ultrasound was performed in
all patients by general electric ultrasound machine (GE
LOGIQ P5) using linear 10 MHz transducer. Patients were
made to lie down in supine or semi supine position with
head hyperextended and rotated 45* away from side being
examined.
Doppler examination includes gray scale examination, color
Doppler, power Doppler and spectral Doppler examination
of CCA, ICA, ECA and vertebral artery. Site for Doppler
traces in CCA were proximal and distal part. Site for
Doppler traces in ICA were proximal, middle and distal part.
Site for Doppler traces in ECA was proximal part. Site for
Doppler traces for vertebral artery was V0-V1-V2. Area of
Carotid bulb and maximum stenosis were also included for
sampling. Color gain, the angle of insonation, wall filtered,
PRF were adjusted according the need. Maximum blood
velocity, peak systolic velocity (PSV), end diastolic velocity
(EDV) was measured in all patients. When stenosis was
present maximum velocity through that area also recorded.
The lesions were evaluated for echogenicity, calcification
and plaque surface features.
MD CTA Technique
All patients went for angiography of carotid vessels using
Siemens 16 slice SOMATOM Siemens system. Written and
informed consent was taken regarding contrast related side
effect and its potential benefits. Patient was placed in supine
position with head tilted back. Patients were asked to hold
breath. Contrast was injected through cubital vein. Region
of interest (ROI) and FOV were set accordingly. Obtained
data was processed with workstation to create MPR, MIP
and volume rendered post processed images.

Image-1: ICA stenosis: PSV: 500 cm/s, EDV: 300 cm/s,
Spectral broadening, 80% Diameter stenosis

Image-2: Plaque characteristics - Homogeneous echo lucent

Measurement method
A single radiologist blinded to clinical information performed
all measurement. The stenosis of carotid artery was graded
using NASCET trial criteria by measuring residual luminal
surface at the stenosis and surface of the distal normal lumen
where there is no stenosis.

RESULTS

Out of 100 carotid arteries (CA) of 50 patients, 37 CA
shows no stenosis on CDUS,3 CA shows 1-49% stenosis of
ICA, 26 CA shows 50-69% stenosis,15 CA shows 70-79%
stenosis,19 CA shows 100% stenosis by CDUS (Image-1).
63 CA shows plaque ulceration. Out of 63 CA, 59 CA shows
no ulcer and 4 CA shows ulceration on CDUS. On CTA 57
CA shows no ulcer while 6 CA shows ulcer. Out of 63 CA,
37 CA shows soft plaque,16 CA shows mixed plaque,10 CA
shows calcified plaque on CDUS (Image 2 & 3). On CTA 32
CA shows soft plaque, 24 CA shows mixed plaque and 7 CA
shows calcified plaque. Out of 100 patient 37 CA shows no
stenosis on CTA,5 CA show 1-49% stenosis of ICA, 22 CA
show 50-69% stenosis,18 CA show 70-79% stenosis,18 CA
show 100% stenosis by CTA (Image-4).
Study findings suggest CDUS is better modality to detect and
quantify carotid artery plaque characterization and ulceration
while CTA is better modality to detect carotid artery

Image-3: Heterogeneous echogenic

Image-4: CTA showing right severe carotid bulb stenosis
with deep plaque ulceration. (Large arrow, stenotic ICA;
dashed arrow, bulb plaque ulcer; small arrow, proximal ECA).
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stenosis. Study conducted by Deberenardi S et al9 suggest
CTA is better modality to detect plaque ulceration while
our study suggest CDUS is better modality to characterize
plaque ulceration. Study also suggested CTA is superior for
detection of stenosis, the finding which was consistent with
our study.

DISCUSSION

Stroke is the commonest cause of mortality after coronary
artery disease worldwide. It is also commonest cause of adult
disability. The stroke has significant economic burden on
society. The disability adjust life year (DALY) is currently
the most important time-based measure of chronic disease
including both disability and mortality. Accordingly, global
data from 2004 covering 192 WHO members countries,
stroke related DALY loss in India was 596.6 per 100000
persons per year.5
The result of two randomized trials-NASCET & amp;
ECT have shown carotid endarterectomy give considerable
benefits in patient with 70-99% stenosis and small benefits
in 50-69% stenosis.6 CTA is gold standard technique used to
quantify the carotid artery stenosis. But it has some limitation
like increase risk of thromboembolic events, contrast related
nephropathy and risk of radiation.7
MRA has shown promising results but has limitation like
overestimation of stenosis, less sensitivity in detection of
ulceration, less coverage of anatomic area, flow dependence
especially when performed without contrast.8,9
USCD is safe and easy to perform compared to CTA and
widely used to detect carotid artery stenosis and plaque
characterization but has less sensitivity and specificity
for detection of carotid artery stenosis. Presence of heavy
calcification and higher bifurcation of carotid artery may
limit its use.
Our study shows CTA angiography is better modality
compare to USCD in quantification of stenosis, plaque
characterization.
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CONCLUSION

USCD should be first line investigation for carotid artery
disease. However due to less sensitivity of USCD in
determining stenosis and some plaque characteristics CTA
should be performed for detailed plaque evaluation.
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